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ABSTRACT 
We study the approximation property for spaces of FrChet and GLteaux holomorphic functions 
which are weakly uniformly continuous on bounded sets. We show when U is a balanced open 
subset of a Baire or barrelled metrizable locally convex space, E, that the space of holomorphic 
functions which are weakly uniformly continuous on U-bounded sets has the approximation prop- 
erty if and only if the strong dual of E, Ed, has the approximation property. We also character& the 
approximation property for these spaces of vector-valued holomorphic functions in terms of the 
tensor product of the corresponding space of scalar-valued holomorphic functions and the range 
space. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If U is an open subset of a locally convex space E and F is a locally convex 
space then f: U + F is GQteaux holomorphic if for every C#J E F’ the function 
C$ of is holomorphic on each finite dimensional section of U. If, moreover, f is 
continuous we say thatf is Fr&chet holomorphic. We let 7-&( U; F) and 7-1( U; F) 
denote, respectively, the spaces of GPteaux holomorphic and Frkchet holo- 
morphic mappings from U into F. When F is the complex numbers we denote 
these spaces by XG( U) and H(U). We refer to [16] for the theory of locally 
convex spaces and to [lo] for the theory of polynomials and holomorphic 
functions between locally convex spaces. We let P(“E) and P,,J”E) denote, 
respectively, the space of continuous n-homogeneous polynomials on E and the 
space of rrhomogeneous polynomials which are weakly continuous on bound- 
ed subsets of E. It is shown in [2, 121 (see also [15,21]) that each polynomial in 
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p,J”E) is weakly uniformly continuous bn bounded subsets and thus bounded 
on bounded sets. The corresponding problem for holomorphic functions (even 
on a Banach space) is still open (see [lo, p.1381). 
In many cases, for instance Frechet spaces and DFM spaces we have 
P,,J”E) C. P(“E) but this may not always be the case. For example, the map- 
ping (4, X) E CtN) x CN + 4(x) E C belongs to P,,,,,(2C(N) x CN), since each 
bounded subset of CcN) x CN is contained in a subspace of the form 
,C” x CN N CN (a Frechet space), but is not continuous ([lo, Example 1.161). 
The subscript a, which indicates algebraic, is used in the literature to denote the 
possible absence of continuity. 
A subset A of U is U-bounded if it is a bounded subset of E and there is a 
neighbourhood V of 0 in E such that A + V c U. When U = E, U-bounded 
sets coincide with the bounded sets. We denote by ‘&,+( U; F) the subspace of 
7fc( U; F) consisting of those functions which are weakly uniformly continuous 
on U-bounded sets. Since bounded subsets of a locally convex space are weakly 
precompact each f E 7f,,,,( U; F) can be extended as a weakly continuous 
mapping to the (weakly compact) closure of the U-bounded sets in the weak 
completion of E. In particular, this implies that functions in 3-1,,,( U; F) are 
bounded on U-bounded sets and we can endow this space with the topology, Q, 
of uniform convergence on U-bounded sets. 
Let 
7-L,(U;F) = %u,,(U;F) n’FI(U;F)> 
P,("E; F) = P,,(“E; F) n 3-1( u; F), 
and 
L,v,,(“E; F) = Lw,s,,(“E; F) n J$(% F), 
where f&,,(“E; F) is the space of symmetric n-linear mappings from E into F 
which are weakly continuous on bounded subsets of E x . . . x E, and &(“E; F) 
is the space of all symmetric continuous n-linear mapping from E into F. 
Given a locally convex space E let E,’ denote the dual of E, endowed with the 
topology of uniform convergence on absolutely convex compact subsets of E. If 
E is quasi-complete this topology coincides with the topology of uniform con- 
vergence on compact sets. For locally convex spaces E and F the e-product (or 
Schwartz-product) of E and F was introduced by L. Schwartz [19, 201 as the 
locally convex space EEF = C,(E,‘; F) of continuous linear operators from E,’ to 
F endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on equicontinuous sub- 
sets of E’. It is shown in [20] that EcF coincides with the weak*-weakly con- 
tinuous linear maps from E’ into F which transform equicontinuous subsets of 
E’ into relatively compact subsets of F. The concept of E-product is useful in 
decomposing vector-valued spaces of compact operators, continuous functions 
on compact sets, holomorphic functions on open subsets of C” [ 131, summable 
sequences and Pettis integrable functions [9]. In this article we apply e-products 
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to the study of vector-valued weakly uniformly continuous holomorphic func- 
tions. 
A natural topology to consider on H( U, F) is TO, the topology of uniform 
convergence on compact subsets of U. Using Schwartz products and a repre- 
sentation from [18] the authors in [3] show that the following statements are 
equivalent for a Banach space E: 
(1) E has the approximation property, 
(2) (a(U), 7-s) has the approximation property for every non-empty open 
subset U of E, 
(3) N(V@E’ d is ense in (‘H( U; F), 70) for every locally convex space F. 
A related result for a locally convex domain is given in [18, Proposition 3.21. In 
$2 we obtain analogous results with (‘H( U, F), TO) replaced by (X,,,,( U, F), 76) 
and in $3 we consider the situation when all functions in ‘H,,,( U; F) are con- 
tinuous. 
2. THE APPROXIMATION PROPERTY FOR &,,,( u; I;). 
Let S = {(an):= I : (Y, E C and limsup,,, ja,l”” 5 1). A decomposition 
{En}n of subspaces of a locally convex space E is an S-absolute decomposition 
if 
(1) C,” I x,, E E, x,, E E,, for all n and ((Y,):= , E S implies c,“=i onx, E E, 
(2) if p is a continuous semi-norm on E and (a,):=, E S then 
defines a continuous semi-norm on E. 
For further details we refer to [lo, $3.31. 
Proposition 1. If{ En} is an S-absolute decomposition of the locally convex space 
E then E has the approximation property if and only lyeach E,, has the approx- 
imation property. 
Proof. Since each E,, is a complemented subspace of E it follows that if E has 
the approximation property then so also does E,. 
We now suppose that each E, has the approximation property. Let K denote 
a compact subset of E, let p denote an arbitrary continuous semi-norm on 
E satisfying (2) above with Q, = 1 for all n and E > 0 be arbitrary. Let 
7Fn(Cz=i Xm E E, =Cm=l ~~forall~,“=,x~~Eandletff=Z-n,.By 
[lo, Lemma 3.331 there exists a positive integer n, such that 
sup{p(+(x)) : x E K} I E. 
Since rnO(E) = Cz’, E,, =: Fj,, has the approximation property and T,,~ (K) is a 
compact subset of Fn, there exists a continuous finite rank operator 
T E L(F,,, FnO) such that 
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suPP(%(x) - T(7F”,(X))) I e. 
XEK 
Using the natural inclusion FnO -E we see that R := To x,,~ is a continuous 
finite rank operator from E into itself. If x E K then 
P(X - R(x)) =P(X - q&N +~h&) - ThJx)) 
=P(+(x)) +Ph&) - m&)) 
and we have sup,..xp (x - R(x)) 5 2~. This completes the proof. Cl 
If U is balanced then the 76 topology on 7-t,,,,, (U; F) is generated by the semi- 
norms 
where C,“=. &f(O)/ n! is the Taylor series expansion at the origin of 
f E ‘H,,,( U; F), B ranges over all balanced U-bounded sets and /I ranges over 
all continuous semi-norms on F. By using [lo, (3.42)] one sees that 
(P,,(“E; F))r=, is an S-absolute decomposition for ‘H,,,( U; F) and we have 
the following Corollary. 
Corollary 2. Let E and F be locally convex spaces and let U denote a balanced 
open subset of E. Then ‘Flwu,a ( U; F) has the approximation property if and only if 
P,,(“E; F) has the approximation property for all n E N. 
To obtain tensor characterizations of the approximation property we require 
the following result (related results can be found in Aron [l] and Schottenloher 
WI). 
Theorem 3. L.et E and F be locally convex spaces with F quasi-complete and let U 
be an open subset of E. Then ‘l&&U; F) is topologically isomorphic to 
%,A U)eF. 
Proof. In the proof we identify 3-1,,,( U)eF with C,(Fi’; H,,,(U)). 
Define T : 7-&,&U; F) - 7iW,,,LI (U)eF, T(f) =f where f(y’) = y’of, y’ E 
F’. Let us show that T actually takes values in 31,,,( U)eF. Obviouslyj(y’) E 
‘H,,,(U). We have to show that f is continuous. If B c U is U-bounded then 
f(B) is precompact and, as F is quasi-complete, relatively compact. Therefore, 
if (y:), E b is a net in F’ which converges uniformly oncompact subsets of F to 
y ’ E F’, f (y:) converges to j( y ‘) uniformly on B and f: F,’ + ‘H,,,,(U) is con- 
tinuous. 
Clearly, T is injective and linear. To prove that T is continuous take a 
neighbourhood of 0 in 7&J U)eF. We may assume that such a neighbourhood 
has the form 
Mvo,~ := {L E ‘H,,,& U)eF : L( V”) c W}, 
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where V and 
w := {f E N,,,(U) : lfjA I 1, A U-bounded} 
are neighbourhoods of 0 in F and ‘H,,,,(U) respectively. Then 
G = {f E %,,(U;F) :fV) c v) 
is a 76 neighbourhood of 0 in ‘7-&,,( U; F) and iff E G then 
IY’ Of(4l = Iv’cf WI I 1 
for all x E A and all y’ E V’. Thus, f( V’) c W and T is continuous., 
Given L E li,,,(U)eF let L’ : &,,(U)‘+F = (F,‘)’ be given by L’(4) = 
C$ o L and let 6 : U-----$3-1,u,,(U)’ be the evaluation 6(x) = S,, &cf) =f(x). 
We will show that L’ o 6 is weakly uniformly continuous on U-bounded sets 
and that T-l (L) = L* o 6. Let B be U-bounded. Consider the 76 neighbourhood 
of zero 
W = {f E ‘?f,,,.,a(U) : If(x)/ I 1 for all x E B}. 
Then 6(B) c w” and hence, 6(B) is an equicontinuous set. Thus, the weak to- 
pology coincides with the topology induced by (l-lwu,o( U)): on S(B) and conse- 
quently, L* is weakly (uniformly) continuous on 6(B). It now suffices to prove 
that 6 is weakly uniformly continuous on B. Since ((‘X,&U))~)’ = ‘FI,,,( U), a 
fundamental system of weak neighbourhoods of zero in (7-f,& U))f restricted 
to 6(B) has the form 
R={~E’Flwu,a(U)‘:I~V;:)l<E,i=l ,..., n}, 
for some finite set U;:)l= 1 c 3-1,,,,(U) and E > 0. Since each J is weakly uni- 
formly continuous on B, there exists a weak neighbourhood of zero Z in E such 
that V;:(x) -J;:(y)1 < E whenever x, y E B, x - y E Z, for all i = 1,. . . ,n. But 
V;(x) -J;:(y)1 = lG,.cf;:) - &&)I and thus, & - 6, E R for all x, y E B such that 
x - y E Z. This proves that 6 is weak-weak uniformly continuous on B. 
Since 
LG(y’)(x) = (y’ 0 L* 0 6)(x) = y’(L’(&)) = y’(& 0 L) = 6, 0 L(y’) 
= L(Y’)(X) 
for all x E U and all y E F’, LGb = L. Conversely, 
(c(f)* O&))(Y’) = (6X Of)(Y’) = &(Y’Of) = (Y’Of)(X) =f(x)(y’) 
for all x E U, all y E F’. Hence, (f)* o 6 = f. 
Thus T-’ is given by T-‘(L) = L* o 6, L E H,,,(U)cF = Lc,(F~;X,u,,( U)). 
Finally we prove that T-’ is continuous. Let (Li)i be a net in ‘H,,,u,a(U)eF 
converging uniformly to zero on equicontinuous sets of F’. We have to prove 
that (L; o ~5)~ converges to zero uniformly on U-bounded sets. Let A be a U- 
bounded set and Y be an absolutely convex neighbourhood of zero in F. Since 
(Li)i converges to zero uniformly on V”, there exists io such that 
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SUP ILi(Y’>(X)l I 1 
XGA 
for all y’ E V” and all i 2 i,. Then, 
SUP I&(Li(Y’>>l = SUP IL;(6*)(Y’)l 5 l 
XEA XEA 
for all i > iO and ally E V”. Hence, Lr(6,) E V”” n F = V for all x E A and this 
concludes the proof. Cl 
We recall that a quasi-complete locally convex space E has the approximation 
property if and only if E 8 F is dense in EeF for every Banach space F or al- 
ternatively for every quasi-complete locally convex space F. See 18.1.8 of [16]. 
Theorem 4. Let U be an open subset of a locally convex space E. The following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(1) ‘FI,,,,( U) has the approximation property, 
(2) 1-I,& U) 8 F is dense in 31,,,, (U; F) for every Banach space F, 
(3) l-f,,& U) 8 F is dense in H-lwu,a (U; F) for every quasi-complete locally 
convex space F. 
Clearly Theorems 3 and 4 can be modified to give results with P,&“E; F) re- 
placing ?t,,,,( U; F) and P,,,(“E) replacing ‘H,,,,,(U). 
3. THE APPROXIMATION PROPERTY FOR ii,.(U) 
In this section we specialise to Frechet holomorphic functions. To transfer the 
results of the previous section and also to overcome some technical difficulties 
we require two conditions on our locally convex space E. These are 
(a) If U is a balanced open subset of E, F is a locally convex space and 
f E ‘I-&( U; F) is bounded on U-bounded sets then f is continuous. 
(b) Every separately continuous symmetric n-linear mapping on E is con- 
tinuous. 
Remarks. (1) A more restrictive condition than (a), i.e that Gateaux holo- 
morphic functions which are bounded on compact sets are continuous, has 
been studied in the literature [4,5] under the name holomorphically bornologi- 
cal. Metrizable locally convex spaces, k-spaces, and D3M spaces are holo- 
morphicaily bornological. Examples show that some such hypothesis is neces- 
sary. By [ 18, Example 1.41 if E is an infinite dimensional reflexive Banach space 
and f := Id: EL + E,’ then f $3_I(EL, E,‘) but T(f) (as defined in Theorem 3) 
belongs to 3_I(EL)cE,‘. If (a) is satisfied then ‘H,,,,( U; F) = &,( U; F). 
(2) Condition (b) is a Hartogs’ type condition and is satisfied by barrelled 
metrizable spaces [16], by Baire spaces [11,7,17,6] and by D3S spaces [14]. 
(3) Many of the examples which satisfy (b) also satisfy (a). 
A continuous linear operator T from E into a locally convex space F is said 
to be Monte1 if T maps bounded sets into precompact sets. Using the ideas fol- 
lowing [lo, Lemma 2.31 it can be shown that T is Monte1 if and only if T is weak 
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to norm continuous on bounded sets. Let M(E;F) denote the space of all 
Monte1 operators from E into F. 
A mapping T E C(E; C,,( ‘- ‘I?)) is symmetric if 
T(XI )(x2 >. . . , xn> = 7-(~(1))(~42), . . . , xc,(n)> 
for all u E S,,, where S,, is the set of all permutations of { 1, . . . , n}. The space of 
symmetric Montel.operators is denoted by M,(E, C,,( ‘- ‘E)) and is endowed 
with the topology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of E. 
The key to Proposition 8 is an isomorphism between C,,,,(“E) and 
M,(E;C,J”-‘E)). To obtain this, for each u E L,,(“E) we define u(j) : 
B--+&,,(“-‘E) by letting 
andj= l,... ,n. By Proposition 6 of [8], u(j) is a Monte1 operator and clearly 
~(~)EM,(E;L,,(“-‘E))forallj= l,...,n. 
Proposition 5. If E satisfies (b) then f.,,,,(“E) and M,(E; I&,,( “-‘E)) are iso- 
morphic. 
Proof. The map II, : L,,(“E) --P M,(E;L,,(“-‘E)), u -+ u(l), is injective and 
continuous. We prove that q!~ is surjective. 
For each T E M,(E; L,,,,(“- ‘E)) define UT : E x .;.xE/+Cby . 
rQ(XI,..- ,xn) = 7’(xd(x2,. . . ,xn>. 
n-times 
The map UT is n-linear and symmetric and by (b) is continuous. 
U~)(X)(Xl,..-7Xj-~7 Xj+l,...,X,)=UT(XII...,Xj_l,X, Xj+l,e.. ,Xn) 
= 7-(X1)(X21.. . t~j-l,X+Xj+lt*~~7 n x> 
=T(x)(xl,...,xj-l,Xj+l,...rXn) 
so that u$!) = Tforeachj= I,... , n. Hence, since T is a Monte1 operator, the 
map UT is weakly continuous on bounded sets ([8, Proposition 6]), i.e. ur E 
&,,(“E). 
Given B c E bounded, let 
un,B = {u E L,,(“E) : IIu[IB” 5 1) 
and 
I’= {T E M,(E;t,v,,(“-‘E)) : T(B) c &+I}. 
We have 
flu?& = sup ]ur(xt 
xi E B 
,.--,4l = ;!p, IT(xl)(~z,...,x,)I 
i= l,...,n i= I,...,n 
and therefore T E V if and only if UT E &,B. We have proved that t,,(“E) and 
M,(E; L,,( “-‘E)) are isomorphic. Cl 
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We need the following two lemmata: 
Lemma 6. Let E be a locally convex space. For every T E M,(E; L,,.,(“-‘E)), the 
‘map u&T : .& x .,. x E/-+Cgiven by 
ntimes 
&,T(xl, . . . ,xn) = f C 
‘OES, 
T(xo(q)(x42), - - - ,x+,) 
is weakly continuous on bounded sets. 
Proof. Let B c E be bounded. For j = 1 , . . . , n, let (xi,ij)i be a net in B which is 
weakly convergent to Xj E B. We have 
Since T is Montel, T(B) is precompact in L,J”-‘E) and so T(x) 
(x42),i0,2j 7* . . , Xg(n),icc,,) converges to T(x)(x,(z), . . . , x,c,,) uniformly on B. 
Therefore, 
converges to T(x,(r~)(x,~~~, . . . , X,C,J) for all 0 E s,, and hence, Us,T(Xr,i,, . . . , Xn,i”) 
converges to us,T(xl , . . . , xn). 0 
Lemma 7. Let E be a locally convex space. The space A&(,??; L,,("- ‘E)) is a 
complemented subspace of M( E; L,, ( ’ - ’ E)). 
Proof. We define the projection 
s : M(E;C,,(“-‘6)) -%(E;L,,(“-‘E)) 
by s(T) = T, where 
7+1)(x2,. . . , xn) = - ,‘, C T(xo(1))(47(2), . . - J+,)- 
-ocs, 
By Lemma 6, 
uT(xl,... ,xn> =& T(x,(~))(x,(z),...,x,(,)) = T,(x~)(xz,...,xrJ 
I 
is weakly continuous on bounded sets and so, by Proposition 6 of [8], u$!’ = T, 
is Montel. Given bounded sets A and B we have 
which proves that s is continuous and open. Cl 
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Proposition 8. If E satisfies (b) and EL is quasi-complete and has the approx- 
imation property then L,,(“E) has the approximation property for all n E N. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. The case n = 1 is our hypothesis. Sup- 
pose n 2 2 and that C,,(“- ‘E) has the approximation property. By Proposi- 
tion 5 and Lemma 7 
Lw,,(“E) = AC@; L,,(“-‘EN 
is a complemented subspace of M(E; L,,( ‘- ‘E)). Since EL is quasi-complete, 
[9, Example 0.21 implies 
M(E; L,,,,,(’ - ‘E)) = E$L:,,,(’ - ‘E) 
which is dense in E~&Lw,s(n-lE). 
Since E$ and L,,& ‘- ‘E) have the approximation property, [16, Theorem 
18.2.81 implies that E~&L,,,( ‘-lE) also has the approximation property. 
Therefore L,,(“E) has the approximation property. 0 
For balanced domains we combine the above results to obtain our next Theo- 
rem. 
Theorem 9. If E satisfies (a) and (b) and Ed is quasi-complete the following con- 
ditions are equivalent: 
(1) EL has the approximation property, 
(2) ‘P,(“E) has the approximation property for each n E N, 
(3) ‘H,,(U) has the approximation property for every balanced open subset U 
ofE. 
(4) ‘H,,(U; F) has the approximation property for any quasi-complete locally 
convex space F with the approximation property and any balanced open subset U 
ofE. 
Proof. Since P,(“E) and L,,(“E) are isomorphic the implication (1) =+ (2) 
follows from Proposition 8. The sequence {P,(“E)}, is easily seen to be an S- 
absolute decomposition for ‘H,(U) whenever U is balanced, hence (2) + (3) by 
Proposition 1. Since the e-product of locally convex spaces with the approx- 
imation property also has the approximation property Theorem 3 gives us 
(3) =+ (4) and by considering F = C we obtain (4) =+- (3). The space EL is a closed 
complemented subspace of ‘H,,(U), hence (3) + (1) and this completes the 
proof. 0 
For arbitrary domains we can apply Theorem 4 to obtain the following result. 
Theorem 10. Let U be an open subset of a locally convex space E satisfying (a). 
The following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) ;Y,,( U) has the approximation property, 
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(2) &(U) 8 F is dense in I-&,( U; F) for every Banach space F, 
(3) n,,(U) @ F is dense in 7i,,( U; F) for every quasi-complete locally convex 
space F. 
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